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About This Game

Step through time and discover a mesmerizing new action-RPG that looks like it was plucked straight out of the 16-bit era, but
plays like a modern-day marvel! Inspired by non-linear Japanese retro adventures such as Wonder Boy In Monster World,

Aggelos hurls players into the middle of a colossal struggle for survival as beings from another dimension threaten to invade the
peaceful Kingdom of Lumen. Bursting with secrets and side-quests, and boasting slick melee combat that any 2D action game

would envy, Aggelos is the perfect combination of retro style and modern-day game design.

A vast kingdom to explore

Venture through forests, seas, cave systems and ancient temples as you seek to uncover the magical elements needed to save the
world from total annihilation.

A classical non-linear adventure

Explore a sprawling world that gradually reveals itself, Metroidvania-style, as you gain new abilities and equipment.

Deadly encounters

Thwart towering bosses and their tricky minions as you take on perilous mainline quests and optional odd-jobs for the people of
Lumen.
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Tactical depth

Unlock magical abilities and high-level attacks, expertly chaining these immense powers together to clear screens of enemies in
seconds.

Stunning sprite art

Forget out-of-place modern art: Aggelos boasts superlative character designs and animations while remaining proudly, and
faithfully, 16-bit through and through.

Memorable chiptunes

Lose yourself to a retro-inspired soundtrack that floods the Kingdom of Lumen with life.
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Title: Aggelos
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Storybird Games
Publisher:
PQube Limited, Look At My Game
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel 1.60GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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It's an otherwise acceptable arpg platformer, but I can't recommend a game of this type without proper controller support.. Does
not offer native controller support as listed!

Requires Joy2Key, 3rd party (somewhat common) software for any controller function.. This is straight up Legend of Zelda II:
Link's Adventure, modernized. For those of you not fortunate enough to play that NES game, this is a 2D action-RPG. You play
as some guy with armor and a sword, and you fight stuff to save the world and get more swords and armor and level up, like
every other game ever. But this game is just well put-together, with interesting areas and enemies. The special abilities you get
inside each of the four elemental temples (yes, four elemental temples, sigh) are fun too. It's not really anything new in concept,
it's just done really well!. This is a mostly fun game that is very well done. It is worth a buy if you can tolerate what to me, is a
major annoyance.

The biggest problem I have with it, and the reason I probably will never finish it, is that there is no save point before bosses, and
when you die to a boss you are sent back to the start of the dungeon.

To make matter worse, the save point is not even at the start of the dungeon. They are usually a few screens away outside the
dungeon entrance. And to make it even worse still, it automatically uses your healing herb when you hit 0 hp. So, all of this
means when you die to a boss and respawn at the start of the dungeon, you will need to (minor spoiler):

1) walk back through 1-3 screens with enemies to get to the save point.
2) Teleport back to a town and get another herb, and another heal potion if you used it.
3) Teleport back to the dungeon.
4) Walk back 1-3 screens to the entrance.
5) Walk back ??? screens to get to the boss. A shortcut can usually be opened so you don't have to do the whole dungeon again,
but it is still not trivial.
6) If you are like me and it usually takes several attempts to beat bosses, die again and goto 1.

I do give the game props for letting you keep your progress when you die, but this running back and forth got too annoying for
me after 4-5 attempts at the fire boss and that's where I will leave it.

---------------

Edit: I realized that if you select "quit" after you die, rather than "continue", then you re-start at the save point and still have
your herb and potion. This makes the delay in getting back to try the boss again tolerable, but still more trouble than it needs to
be.

I tried a couple more times and beat the fire boss. A little while after that,  some extra enemies are added to the entire world and
with those, along with a good number of enemies that take many hits (20+?) to kill, it just became a slog that I am not motivated
enough to get through.

It's still pretty well done and fun for a while.. This goddamn game is amazing. Shut your
dumb\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665up and buy it already.
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